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Introduction

No publication is more qualified to cure your slice than Golf
Digest. For more than 40 years now the magazine has been
fighting the handicap golfer's biggest battle: how to stop that

ball curving from left-to-right. During that time the slice has been
analyzed from every angle, dissected, taken apart, put back
together and rearranged. It hasn't been x-rayed yet, but you get
the feeling it's only a matter of time.

And it hasn't been just anyone doing the analyzing. The Golf
Digest Instruction Staff reads like a who's-who of teaching and
playing talent. Since 1953 readers have been treated to the
thoughts of all-star instructors Bob Toski, the late Davis Love
Jr., Jim Flick, Peter Kostis, Hank Haney, David Leadbetter,
DeDe Owens, Chuck Cook, Bob Rotella and Harvey Penick, to
name but a few. On the playing side, Byron Nelson, Sam Snead,
Jack Nicklaus, Tom Watson, Lee Trevino, Tom Kite, Seve
Ballesteros, Nick Faldo, Nick Price, Amy Alcott, Nancy Lopez
and Patty Sheehan have all at one time or another laid bare their
swing thoughts for the benefit of Golf Digest subscribers. And
we're only scratching the surface; the complete list of contribu-
tors is as long as your straight left arm.

So you see where. this book is coming from. Golf Digest is



the bible of golf instruction, the most respected name in the
game when it comes to improving your scores. We at the maga-
zine are justifiably proud of that reputation. We're proud to have
done our bit to improve the quality of fairway life for more than
a few over the last four decades. But-there's always a but-the
fact remains: golfers still slice. A lot of golfers. One Golf Digest
Schools Instructor estimates that as many as 85% of all players
hit the ball from left-to-right with every club in the bag longer
than a 9-iron (no figures are available on those who slice with
the wedge!).

That's a sad state of affairs and one that needs to be rectified
sooner rather than later. Slicing is golf's cancer and needs to be
stopped. If you are one of the many sufferers, it no doubt goes
without saying that you're tired of hitting those weak, left-to-
right pop-ups into the right rough and trees. You're tired of
being picked on by vindictive architects whose design theories
always include lots of trouble down the right hand side of the
fairway.

All of which is why you're reading this book.
Here's another, more positive reason. For the first time ever,

the combined talents of those famous names mentioned earlier-
and many others-have been brought together in one volume to
cure your slice. That's what makes this book unique. It is the
most illustrious group ever assembled to kill off slicing. If they
can't cure it no one can.

So, if the thought of standing up on the 18th tee confident in
the knowledge that the last thing you are about to do is slice
sounds appealing, read on. Salvation is at hand.



Pretty soon, he's hitting the ball way right of where he wants
it to go. His scooping action is leaving the clubface wide open at
impact and he's slicing every shot. It doesn't take him long to
get tired of that, of course, and so he starts to aim left to allow
for the left-to-right shots he's hitting. Then he discovers that he
can further "help" the shot up by using his upper body to get the
club "under" the ball. It isn't long before he's coming over the
top (of which much more later) of every shot. And not long after
that he's a fully paid up member of the slicers club.

Where did he go wrong? Well, he should have invested in a
few lessons where he would have learned that the first step in
golf is not how to get the ball airborne, it's how to get the ball
airborne properly.

The previous scenario can also be encapsulated by the fol-
lowing: most golfers slice because they are overly concerned
with hitting the golf ball, not swinging the golf club. And
swinging the club properly comes from using all parts of your
anatomy correctly. Sure, you can hit little shots straight just by
using your hands and arms, but in a full-blooded drive your
body has to playa part, too. If you can't use your body correctly,

When the club
travels across
the intended
target line
from out-to-in,
the face open,
sidespin is
created which
bends the ball
to the right as
its forward
impetus
decreases.

Swing line-------.---



the processes are different.
The real downside, of course, is that there is no one magical

cure; no one single solution that will eliminate the banana ball
forever; no one swing thought or drill that will rid all slicers of
the problem. In fact, the causes and cures vary dramatically from
one golfer to the next, making many "foolproof' slice cures
obsolete.

The root cause of a slice is an open c1ubface in relation to
your swing path through impact. The solution is a square or
slightly closed clubface as it contacts the ball. However, your
physical build or your perception of how your swing should look
or feel can be the reason your clubface is habitually staying
open. Any correction can only be made by taking these highly
individualistic factors into account.

Having said that, according to Peter Kostis, slicers can be
broken down into four main types:

1. The Pull-Down Twister, the golfer who perceives wrongly
that golf is an entirely left-sided game.

2. The One-Way Turner, a wide-bodied person who doesn't
turn sufficiently.

3. The One-Piece Uplifter, the frail, weak golfer who lacks
the strength necessary to square the clubface.

4. The Up-and-Down Bobber, the player with an exceptional-
ly tall or short spine who sets up to the ball incorrectly.
Let's look at each in turn:

1. The Pull-Down Twister (p. 18). The notion that the left-side
"controls" the swing has produced countless slicers. It's easy to
recognize this person at address: He positions the ball too far
forward, with the left hand set even with or ahead of the ball; his
right hand rides well on top of the left; his left arm is overly
tight and rigid.
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Whatever category or categories you fall into, there are some
common factors in all of the above. It should be clear to you that
every slice stems originally from a fault or faults at address.
Those faults then translate into swing problems. The most com-
mon is an inability to swing the club into the ball on either the
correct inside path or the correct angle. In other words, the club
is traveling across the ball from out-to-in at impact and is also
arriving on too steep an angle. Both are guaranteed to cause a
slice.

The following chapters will fix all of those faults, not by
focusing on the negatives in your present swing, but by present-
ing you with clear explanations of how to make a swing that will
produce a straight shot or, alternatively, one that bends from
right-to-Ieft. Working on the drills outlined in each chapter will
further enhance your feel for what is right, thus killing off the
wrong.

How far you have to go with these drills-and how many
you have to use-will be dictated by the severity of your slice.
The cures or medicines on offer get stronger with each chapter.

Get to it.



some discipline, too. Make yourself address a ball, say, 20 times
every day until the new feelings are ingrained. Start from the
beginning every time; don't get sloppy. Remember, good shots
start with a good setup. Which is why you're going to need a
sound, ordered preshot routine.

Every top player has a preshot routine. Actually, preshot dis-
cipline would be a better phrase. They don't hit the ball until
they are happy that all aspects of their address position are
as they should be. Neither, of course, should you.

This book isn't going to give you a specific physical routine
to work through, though. You need to devise your own. Just
don't make it too involved or long. You'll either forget some-
thing or annoy the hell out of your playing companions or, more
likely, the group behind!

According to Dr. Bob Rotella, what you do need, however, is
a mental preshot routine. Many players think a preshot routine is
all physical. Wrong. You can physically go through the steps of
a routine, but if your mind is wandering it won't be any good-
especially when you're under pressure.

Your preshot routine is that important. Some people think that
impact is the "moment of truth." Maybe. The point where it's
time to move your body is the real moment of truth. You better
believe in yourself when you take the club back-and stay in
that mode through impact.

Golf is such an honest game it's going to expose your every
doubt. If you always blame slices on your swing you never
answer the real question: Was your mind in the right place? It's
OK to hit less than perfect shots, but good players make sure
they are not caused by doubt. They eliminate slices due to bad
thoughts. Then they accept their shortcomings and move on.

So be honest. Know whether your mind is in a good place or
a bad place when you pull the trigger. Don't kid yourself. A lot





Try to make your forearms touch
Typically, slicers don't release the clubhead through impact.
They release it much too early in the downswing, losing the
angle formed by the left arm and clubshaft almost from the top
of the backs wing. The longer you retain that angle, the more
power you store prior to impact. In a good swing, release hap-



pens naturally, through centrifugal force. The clubhead gets
heavier, in effect, as it's swung, and the wrists are unleashed at
the right time.

To encourage all of that, try, as Tom Watson does, to release
the club by rotating your forearms. Try to touch your left fore-
arm with your right forearm as you hit the ball. When you're
practicing, rotate your forearms as fast as you can in making this
effort. Your forearms probably won't actually touch, but the
thought will lead to a better release. Work on it and you'll stop
leaving the clubface open at impact.

Now, even if you've worked diligently on all of these drills
and exercises and have started to hit the ball close to straight,
you've got a lot to think about. It'll be a while before you are
making effortless passes at the ball. You may even be finishing
off-balance just because your head is so full of swing mechanics.
If it helps, summarize the swing as follows:

I) address-stay in balance
2) takeaway-back of left hand vertical when shaft is

horizontal.
3) at the top-left shoulder "replaces" right
4) from the top-pound the stake into the ground
5) impact-hit the "middle" ball
6) follow through-make your forearms touch

Give yourself a break now and then. Shift your attention
away from both the ball and the result of the shot. Instead, con-
centrate on swinging the club through the ball. Focus on your
finish. Try to maintain as much acceleration as possible, all the
way to the end of your follow through. Let the club's momentum
carry it around your back. When you can hold this position for a



"Great players are great planners. A sound game plan
is essential in golf. " ,

JOHNNY MILLER, PURE GOLF.

6. And if nothing
works ... How to
play with your slice
As should be obvious to you by now, slicing is a serious busi-

ness. But, according to Peter Kostis, it isn't terminal.
Contrary to what people say, you can play with a slice. You do
have to perform under certain constraints-there are obvious
limitations on what you can and cannot do with the ball-but it
is still possible to make the best of what you have at your dis-
posal.

Don't get the wrong impression, though. If you are still a
chronic slicer continue to work on the things outlined in the pre-
vious chapters; take some lessons and work toward straighten-
ing out your ball flight. Within that process, however, you still
have to play. Here are some of the more difficult problems
posed to slicers on the course, with some tips on how to make
the best of each situation.




